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Abstract. We have measured mass spectra for positive ions produced by low-energy electron impact on
cytosine using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The electron impact energy has been varied
from 0 to 100 eV in steps of 0.5 eV. Ion yield curves of most of the fragment ions have been determined
by fitting groups of adjacent peaks in the mass spectra with sequences of normalized Gaussians. The ion
yield curves have been normalized by comparing the sum of the ion yields to the average of calculated
total ionization cross sections. Appearance energies of the fragment ions have been determined, showing
that the fragments 68 u–84 u have appearance energies between 10 and 11 eV, whereas fragments of 55 u
and lower mass all have appearance energies above 12 eV. Most of the ion yields of 55 u and smaller show
multiple onsets. Several groups of fragments have ion yield curves with nearly the same shape, clearly
indicating the relevance of tautomerization in the fragmentation of cytosine.
1 Introduction
Radiation induced processes in the DNA bases have been
the focus of many studies in recent years, aiming at a
better understanding of the fundamental reaction mecha-
nisms leading to DNA strand breaks. When high-energy
ionizing radiation passes through biological tissue, a large
amount of secondary electrons are produced along the
tracks of the ionizing radiation, mostly with energies be-
low 30 eV, and these electrons are very effective in causing
DNA strand breaks [1]. Even electrons with energies below
the ionization energies of the DNA bases are capable of
breaking bonds via dissociative electron attachment. For
this reason, many recent studies have focused on electron
collisions with DNA bases in the gas phase. Reviews of
this field of molecular physics research can be found in
review papers [2–5] and conference proceedings [6,7].
The purpose of this article is to present new results
for the formation of positively charged fragments follow-
ing low-energy electron impact to cytosine in the gas
phase. Using computer-controlled data acquisition, we
have measured mass spectra for 200 electron energies rang-
ing from 0.5 to 100 eV, and from these we have extracted
ion yield curves for most of the positive fragments. We
have normalized these ion yield curves by comparison of
the total ion yield to the total ionization cross section
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of cytosine obtained from theoretical calculations. These
results provide new information about the appearance en-
ergies of the positive fragments, the fragmentation path-
ways initiated by electron impact, and the cross sections
for production of these ions.
Cytosine has been the focus of a number of colli-
sions studies involving electron, photon and ion impact.
Rice et al. [8] present mass spectra obtained with 12 eV
and 70 eV electron impact. Huels et al. [9] and Denifl
et al. [10] have studied electron attachment to cytosine
and present attachment cross sections for several negative
ions in the range 0–14 eV. Shafranyosh et al. [11,12] have
obtained total absolute cross sections for the production
of positive and negative ions in electron collisions with cy-
tosine molecules and present partial ionization cross sec-
tions at 78 eV. Other electron impact studies involve elec-
tron impact energy loss spectroscopy (Abouaf et al. [13],
Johnson [14], and Michaud et al. [15]), differential elastic
electron scattering (Maljkoviæ et al. [16]), and emission
spectroscopy (Sphenik et al. [17]). Theoretical studies in-
volving electron impact include R-matrix calculations by
Dora et al. [18], calculations of elastic scattering cross sec-
tions and resonance energies by Tonzani and Greene [19],
and calculations of total dissociative electron attachment
cross sections by Aflatooni et al. [20].
A number of groups have looked at photofragmenta-
tion of cytosine, and have pointed out the relevance of
the tautomeric forms of cytosine in the gas phase (see
Fig. 1). We only list a few relevant recent references.
Plekan et al. [21] present photofragmentation mass spec-
tra of cytosine measured with noble gas resonance radia-
tion at energies from 8.43 to 21.2 eV. Photofragmentation
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Fig. 1. Structure of the 1, 2a/b and 3a/b tautomers of the
cytosine molecule.
with synchrotron radiation has been studied by Trofimov
et al. [22], Kostko et al. [23] and Touboul et al. [24]. Nir
et al. [25] have measured time-of-flight mass spectra of ions
produced by resonant 2-photon ionization using lasers.
Femtosecond pump-probe photoionization spectroscopy
has been performed by Ho et al. [26], Kotur et al. [27]
and Matsika et al. [28]. Scheidt et al. [29] have measured
photodetachment of anion dipole-bound states of cytosine.
Only a few studies have been performed on ion impact
of cytosine. Le Padellec et al. [30] present a mass spec-
trum for 100 keV proton impact on cytosine, and Tabet
et al. [31] have measured mass spectra for 80 keV proton
impact by direct ionization and by electron capture. Dal
Capello et al. [32] present calculated differential and to-
tal cross sections for the direct ionization of cytosine by
protons.
The present paper focuses on the production of posi-
tive ions by electron impact on isolated cytosine molecules
in the gas phase. In the following sections we present a de-
tailed discussion of our experimental set-up and data ac-
quisition, and the methods used for analysis of the data.
We then present the results, compare these with other
research, in particular electron and photon impact mass
spectrometry, and discuss possible reaction mechanisms.
2 Experiment
The experimental set-up consists of a resistively heated
oven producing an effusive beam of cytosine molecules, a
pulsed electron beam, and a reflectron time-of-flight mass
spectrometer, housed in three inter-connected and differ-
entially pumped vacuum chambers. More detailed descrip-
tions of the set-up can be found in references [33,34]. The
pulsed valve used in reference [33] for the generation of
clusters has been replaced by the oven.
The molecular beam of cytosine is generated by heat-
ing the oven containing cytosine powder (99% purity from
Sigma Aldrich) to a temperature of 240 ◦C. Comparison
of mass spectra taken just before and after the data acqui-
sition shows no sign of thermal decomposition. Molecules
are effusing from a capillary (0.5 mm diameter and 4.5 mm
length) in the oven and pass through a skimmer (1.2 mm
diameter) into the collision chamber where they are col-
lided with electrons.
The electron gun is pulsed at a rate of 8 kHz with
a 1.0 μs pulse width. The energy resolution of the elec-
tron beam is about 0.8 eV FWHM. Positively charged
fragments are extracted into the mass spectrometer 0.8 μs
after the electron pulse. A delay generator is used to syn-
chronise the pulsing of the electron gun, the ion extraction
voltage, and the start of the multichannel scaler (Fast-
Comtec 7886S).
Data acquisition is controlled by LabVIEW code,
which ramps the electron impact energy in 0.5 eV steps,
acquires mass spectra as a function of electron impact en-
ergy, and adds each mass spectrum to the data already
accumulated in the appropriate place in the full data set.
The full data set consists of a two-dimensional array of
ion yield as a function of time-of-flight and as a function
of electron impact energy. After each scan of the electron
impact energy, which takes about two hours, the full data
set is written to a file. The data set used for this paper
consists of 14 scans of the electron impact energy.
A number of tests have been performed to ensure that
ionization cross sections and appearance energies could
reliably be determined from the collected data. The opti-
mization of the electron gun was done in pulsed mode by
maximizing the current on the Faraday cup and ensuring
that the current was independent of electron impact en-
ergy. In this way an electron beam was produced with a
total current that is constant down to 15 eV and dropping
to 60% at 8 eV. Tests have been done to ensure that the
voltages used in the mass spectrometer were optimized si-
multaneously for the detection of ions of different masses
(in the range 12–111 u). Two mass spectra were collected
for an equal number of electron pulses at electron pulse
rates of 8 kHz and 400 Hz, and were found to be identical
apart from minor statistical fluctuations. By examining
mass spectra obtained after successive scans, it has been
verified that there were no undesired effects during the
collection of the data presented in this paper.
3 Data analysis
The mass resolution of the mass spectrometer is Δm/m =
0.005 at 111 u, which is not high enough to fully separate
adjacent peaks in the mass spectra. For this reason groups
of adjacent peaks have been fitted using sequences of nor-
malized Gaussians. Each group of peaks was extracted
from the full dataset and imported in a LabVIEW pro-
gram written to fit the peaks in the group for all electron
impact energies in succession. As the electron impact en-
ergy reached values close to the appearances energies for
the peaks, problems with convergence of the fits were en-
countered. For this reason most fits were repeated in a
region of low electron energies using a reduced number of
peaks and/or a fixed value of the peak width.
We have not been able to fully eliminate the presence
of water in our vacuum system. 16–18 u fragments are ob-
served in mass spectra regardless of the oven temperature.
For this reason ion yield curves for these fragments are not
presented. We see no indication of a cytosine-water dimer
in the mass spectra, so the presence of water has had no
effect on the data for cytosine.
The 17 u and 18 u ion yield curves obtained from
the fitting procedure have been used for calibration of
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the incident electron energy. The calibration was obtained
by comparing our data with the recommended ionization
cross sections for the production of H2O+ and OH+ in
Itikawa and Mason [35] (Tab. 11) in the range 10–40 eV.
The estimated error in the calibration is ±0.2 eV.
Appearance energies for each of the fragments have
been determined by fitting an onset function convoluted
with a Gaussian (see Denifl et al. [36] and references
therein). For a single onset at E, the formula used is:
P (E) =
∞∫
−∞
f(ε)g(E − ε)dε + b
with
f(ε) = 0 if ε  E0
f(ε) = c(ε− E0)p if ε > E0
and
g(ε) =
1
σ
√
π
exp
(−ε2/σ2) .
In the case of two or three onsets, one or two extra terms
were added to the function f(ε). The fitting was imple-
mented in LabVIEW.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Total ionization cross section and normalization
of the data
Assuming that the detection efficiency of the mass spec-
trometer is mass independent, and because all ion yield
curves presented in this article have been generated from
a single data set, all curves are on the same relative scale.
The curves have been normalized by comparing the sum
of the ion yield curves to the average of calculated total
ionization cross sections at 70 eV.
We have obtained two curves for the total ionization
cross section as a function of electron impact energy,
shown in Figure 2. The first curve is the sum of all the
ion yield curves obtained from the fitting procedure. This
curve does not include the production of the 1 u, and
the 16–18 u fragments because these fragments are largely
due to the presence of water in our vacuum system. For
this reason this curve slightly underestimates the total
ionization cross section. The second curve is the sum of
all the counts collected in the mass spectra as a function
of electron impact, with the exclusion of 1 u, 16–18 u,
and 32 u. This is a small overestimate of the total ioniza-
tion cross section, because it contains background signals
under and in between the cytosine peaks.
We have used a normalization factor of 3.36 × 10−25
for the first curve, which normalizes our data at 70 eV to
the average of the theoretical cross sections presented in
Figure 2. This provides good overall agreement with the
shapes of the theoretical curves in the range 9–100 eV. We
have used the same normalization factor for the second
curve.
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Fig. 2. Total ionization cross sections for electron impact on
cytosine. The lines indicate experimental results; the symbols
are theoretical results. For more details see text.
Figure 2 compares both curves with other experimen-
tal [12] and theoretical data [37–40]. To better compare
the shapes of the curves, we have multiplied the data
Shafranyosh et al. [12] by 1.85, such that it is also nor-
malized to the average of the theoretical cross sections
at 70 eV. Other calculations [41,42] are not shown in
the graph; for comparisons see Figure 4 in Vinodkumar
et al. [40].
Figure 2 shows that there is only a small difference
between both curves, and the shapes of both curves
are in good agreement with four of the theoretical cal-
culations. The curve from Champion [39] drops more
rapidly above 60 eV. The total ionization cross section
of Shafranyosh et al. [12] rises more rapidly at low elec-
tron energies that any of the theories. In this respect our
data is in better agreement with the theory than the data
of Shafranyosh et al. [12].
4.2 Appearance energies
Figure 3 shows the appearance energies obtained for each
of the thymine fragments. The errors have been obtained
from the fitting of onsets in LabVIEW, and do not in-
corporate the error in the energy calibration. Four onsets
above 30 eV are not shown in the graph: 12 u: 32.7±1.8 eV
and 40.7±1.8 eV, 13 u: 34±3 eV, and 38 u: 33.0±0.7 eV.
Apart from the appearance energy of the parent ion, to
the best of our knowledge, no appearance energies of other
fragment ions of cytosine have been published.
Our appearance energy for the parent ion is 8.4±0.5 V.
This is in overall agreement with the other measurements
and calculations of the ionization energies of cytosine
listed in Table 1. Trofimov et al. [22], Kostko et al. [23]
and Wolken et al. [46] have calculated vertical ionization
energies for different cytosine tautomers. In cases where
different calculation methods have been used and/or cal-
culations have been done for different tautomers the lowest
and highest values obtained are listed.
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Table 1. Comparison of measurements and calculations of the appearance energy of the cytosine parent ion.
Reference Experimental method
Measured ionization Calculated vertical
energy (eV) ionization energy (eV)
Present data electron impact 8.4± 0.5 –
Trofimov et al. [22] synchrotron radiation 8.89 ± 0.02 8.12–9.40
Kostko et al. [23] synchrotron radiation 8.60 ± 0.05 8.86
Touboul et al. [24] synchrotron radiation 8.66 ± 0.01 –
Hush and Cheung [43] He I photo-el. spectr. 8.94 ± 0.03 8.81
Champeaux et al. [44] – – 8.6
Close and Øhman [45] – – 8.69–9.45
Wolken et al. [46] – – 8.68–9.02
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Fig. 3. Appearance energies for positive fragment ions of cy-
tosine. For each fragment, the lowest onset is shown as a solid
diamond, and higher onsets are shown as open diamonds. Four
onsets above 30 eV are listed in the text.
The second-lowest appearance energy is 10.22 ± 0.17
for 83 u. Appearance energies for 68 u, 69 u, 70 u and 84 u
are all between 10 and 11 eV, whereas 97 u has an ap-
pearance energy of 14.0 ± 0.7 eV. All smaller fragments
(56 u and lower) have appearance energies above 12 eV,
indicating that all these fragments could be the result of
successive fragmentations via 97 u, 83–84 u and 68–69 u.
Wolken et al. [46] have calculated dissociation ener-
gies of the cytosine cation radicals for several dissociations
(see their Tab. 3). We have attempted to compare these
with the difference in appearance energies of the fragment
and the parent ion for the relevant fragments, but do not
find any close agreement. Notably, the relative energies
for the 68 u + 43 u and 69 u + 42 u dissociations calcu-
lated by Wolken et al. [46] are about 100 kJ/mol = 1.0 eV
apart, whereas our appearance energies of 68 u and 69 u
are 10.3± 0.3 eV and 10.8± 0.3 eV, respectively.
In many of the ion yield curves for fragments of 56 u
and lower we observe second onsets. The ion yield curves
of 12 u, 13 u and 14 u show clear indications of third
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Fig. 4. Partial ionization cross sections of four of the smaller
cytosine fragments. The appearance energies, second and third
onsets, and fitted onset functions are also shown.
onsets. Partial ionization cross sections for four fragments
showing multiple onsets are shown in Figure 4. In all cases
the difference in energy between the appearance energy
and the second onset is 3 eV or higher. It is unlikely that
these second onsets are linked to tautomerization, because
the relative energies of the cytosine tautomers are less
than 0.3 eV [47]. In several of the ion yield curves (28 u,
41 u, 68 u and 111 u) we do not find indications for a
second onset, but the fitting with an onset function con-
taining a single onset produced best values of the power
p larger than 2, possibly indicating the presence of one or
more additional onsets just above the appearance energy
related to tautomerization.
4.3 Tautomerization and ion yield curves
Several authors have discussed the existence of cyto-
sine tautomers. Figure 1 shows the structure of the cy-
tosine tautomers. Trofimov et al. [22] have measured
the photoelectron spectrum of cytosine at a source tem-
perature of 190 ◦C, and conclude that this spectrum
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Fig. 5. Partial ionization cross sections of the most promi-
nent fragments in the range 66–95 u. Above 35 eV the curves
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tios 67 u:68 u:69 u = 0.76:0.77:1. Above 40 eV, the yield ra-
tio 83 u:84 u = 1:0.17.
can be attributed, largely, to the 2b tautomer. Popula-
tions of different cytosine tautomers based on calculations
by various authors are presented in Table 1 of Kostko
et al. [23]. Based on these results, we estimate that our
oven (at 240 ◦C) produces the 1, 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b tau-
tomers with relative populations of about 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 0.1
and 0.02, respectively.
This also indicates that tautomerization preceding the
dissociation may be significant in the sequential fragmen-
tation of the radical cations. Atomic rearrangements prior
to fragmentation have also been observed in other nucle-
obases (see eg. [48]). Comparison of the ion yield curves of
the various groups of fragments clearly shows that several
of the curves have very similar shapes, pointing towards
the relevance of tautomerization.
The ion yield curves of 83 u and 84 u are shown in
Figure 5. Apart from the parent ion, 83 u is the fragment
with the lowest appearance energy. 84 u has an appearance
energy that is only 0.36 eV higher. The 83 u and 84 u ion
yield curves have very similar shapes: the 84 u/83 u yield
ratio rises from 0.13 near threshold to 0.17 at 40 eV and
is constant above that.
Of the peaks in the 65–70 u group, the ion yield
curves of 67 u, 68 u and 69 u have the same shapes (see
Fig. 5). Above 35 eV the yield ratios are 67 u:68 u:69 u =
0.76:0.77:1. From threshold to 35 eV the ion yield curves
rise differently, and 67 u has a higher appearance energy
than 68 u and 69 u. The ion yield curves of 65 u, 66 u
and 70 u are clearly somewhat different in shape.
With the exception of 38 u, all fragments in the 38–
44 u group have similar appearance energies. The partial
ionization cross sections are presented in Figure 6. Despite
differences in appearance energies and in the rise at low
electron energies, above 40 eV the ion yield curves of 41 u,
42 u, 43 u and 44 u have the same shapes, with yield
ratios 41 u:42 u:43 u:44 u = 1:0.63:0.37:0.22. The other
ion yield curves in this group are clearly different in shape.
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We do not notice any close similarities in the shapes
of the ion yield curves of the 51–56 u group or of the
fragments below 30 u.
4.4 Fragmentation processes
Partial ionization cross sections (normalized ion yield
curves) for the five most abundant fragments of cytosine
are presented in Figure 7. For comparison the partial ion-
ization cross section of 83 u is also shown. Partial ion-
ization cross sections for a selection of other fragments of
cytosine are presented in Figures 5 and 6. A full set of
partial ionization cross sections and appearance energies
can be obtained from the author. A listing of possible allo-
cations for each of the fragments can be found in Table 2
of Plekan et al. [21] and Table 3 of Tabet et al. [31].
Rice et al. [8] have proposed three distinct fragmenta-
tion pathways. The first pathway involves the expulsion of
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the amino group, leading to the 95 u fragment. They sug-
gest that subsequent loss of HCN could lead to formation
of 68 u. We consider this unlikely, because the appearance
energy of 95 u is higher than any of the appearance en-
ergies of the 65–70 u fragments and we do not find any
indication of second onsets in the ion yield curves of this
group. Based on the occurrence of second onsets in many
of the ion yield curves of the smaller fragments, we pro-
pose that it is more likely that 95 u decays by breakage
of two bonds in the ring, leading to fragments in group 3
(39–44 u) and group 4 (51–55 u).
The second fragmentation pathway is the formation of
C3H5N+3 (83 u) by the loss of CO from the molecular ion.
Further fragmentations, such as the expulsion of HCN,
could then lead to fragments in the 51–56 u group. The
other fragment in this group is 84 u. Tabet et al. [31]
assume that 84 u is formed by loss of C2H2 and H, whereas
Plekan et al. [21] attribute this fragment to N + CH loss
with the breakage of 4 bonds. Based on the similarity of
the ion yield curves of 83 u and 84 u, we propose a possible
fragmentation involving the breakage the N1-C2 and C5-
C6 bonds in the 1 and 2a/2b tautomers, leading to HCNH
and HCN loss, respectively.
The third fragmentation pathway identified by previ-
ous authors [8,21] is the retro Diels-Alder reaction. This
involves the expulsion of NCO or HNCO leading to 68 u
and 69 u, or the loss of a hydrogen atom followed by
HNCO leading to 67 u (which has a higher appearance
energy). The similarity of these fragmentation processes
is indicated by the similar shapes of the ion yield curves
as discussed in Section 4.3.
The appearance energies of 67 u and 66 u are higher
than those of 68–70 u, but are in the same range as
the appearance energies of some of the smaller fragments
(54–56 u, 39–44 u). 65 u is present in our mass spectra,
with an appearance energy that is lower than those of 66 u
and 67 u, but higher than those of 68–70 u. Denifl et al. [36]
present dissociative electron attachment cross sections for
the 67 u and 65 u negative ions.
The similarity in shape of the ion yield curves
of 67–69 u and of 41–44 u strongly suggests that there
is a common cause for this. One possible explanation is
related to charge localization. Plekan et al. [21] have sug-
gested that the ions in the group around 69 u are comple-
mentary to the ions in the group around 41 u, with the
possibility of localization of the positive charge on either
fragment. At low electron energies this is ruled out by the
low appearance energies of the 68 u and 69 u fragments,
but this may well be the case at higher electron energies.
However, we note that the 70 u ion yield curve is some-
what different in shape compared to the 67–69 u curves,
and also the shapes of the 67–69 u curves and the 41–44 u
curves are different.
Another possible explanation is that the main succes-
sive fragmentation of the 67–69 u ions is to fragments of
size 41–44 u. Rice et al. [8] have attributed the triplet of
peaks at 40–42 u to HCN loss from 67–69 u. However,
the 40 u ion yield curve is clearly different in shape than
the 41–44 u curves. This explanation would therefore ne-
cessitate that the successive fragmentations be bracketed
by 69 u to 44 u and by 67 u to 41 u, which could then
only be the loss of C2H and C2H2 from the 67–69 u ions.
The 51–56 u group contains a number of ions with
relatively low abundance. We do not notice any close sim-
ilarities in the shapes of these ion yield curves. 51 u, 52 u
and 53 u have higher appearance energies than the other
fragments in this group, indicating that these ions may be
formed by hydrogen loss from 54 u, 55 u and 56 u. The
third most abundant ion in this group is 52 u and a possi-
ble configuration of this fragment is C3H2N+ [31], which
could be formed by loss of a hydrogen atom from 53 u.
A number of fragments in this group could be formed
directly by breakage of two bonds in the ring. 55 u and 56 u
could be formed by the breakage of the C2-N3 and C5-C6
bonds. 54 u and 57 u, or alternatively 53 u and 58 u, could
be formed by the breakage of the N3-C4 and N1-C6 bonds,
but we note that 57 u is very weak in our mass spectra,
and 58 u is almost absent.
Rice et al. [8] have suggested that 56 u may be formed
by expulsion of HCN from 83 u. Other possibilities are
HCNH loss leading to 55 u and HCCH loss leading to 57 u.
The latter possibility is very unlikely given the very weak
presence of 57 u in our mass spectra. Successive fragmen-
tations via 95 u and 83 u could be possible for the forma-
tion of the ions in this group.
Various possible configurations of the fragments in
the 39–44 u group have already been given by Plekan
et al. [21] and Tabet et al. [31]. Fragments of different con-
figuration in this mass range could be formed by breakage
of two bonds in the ring and tautomerization could lead
to fragments with one hydrogen atom more or less, but
this would not explain the similarity in the shapes of the
excitations functions for 41–44 u (see discussion of possi-
ble explanations above). The appearance energy of 38 u is
substantially higher than the appearance energies of other
fragments in this group. Possible allocations are C3H+2 and
C2N+, formed by the loss of one or more hydrogen atoms
from heavier fragments in this group.
5 Conclusion
We have presented substantial new information about the
electron-induced fragmentation of cytosine in the form
of ion yield curves, partial ionization cross sections and
appearance energies of the positively charged fragments.
The appearance energies determined in the present work
reduce the number of possible successive fragmentations
leading to smaller fragments.
Notably the appearance energies of the 5 heavier frag-
ments (68–84 u) are between 10 and 11 eV, whereas the
appearance energies of the smaller fragments (67 u and
lower) are all above 12 eV. 95 u has a high appearance
energy of 14.0 eV, ruling out fragmentation of this ion by
HCN loss. The fragments of 55 u and lower show sec-
ond onsets, and 12–14 u show third onsets, indicating
that multiple fragmentation pathways involving different
successive fragmentations result to the formation of these
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fragments. The appearance energies are in a few cases con-
sistent with the loss of one or more hydrogen atoms from
a heavier fragment.
Several groups of fragments (83–84 u, 67–69 u, and 41–
44 u) have ion yield curves with very similar shapes
above 35 or 40 eV, clearly indicating the relevance of tau-
tomerization in the fragmentation of cytosine. The simi-
larity in shape of the ion yield curves of 67–69 u on the
one hand and of 41–44 u on the other hand is possibly due
to breakage of the ring with charge localization on either
fragment or due to a common fragmentation pathway for
the 67–69 u ions.
For most of the smaller fragments different configura-
tions and fragmentation pathways leading to their forma-
tion are still possible. More experimental and theoretical
work is needed to further clarify the fragmentation path-
ways for the production of positive ions following electron
impact on cytosine.
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